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come by degrees to link up his whole conception of our dim
human chances of immortality with their two figures.
If our survival of death, he had come to feel, depended
on the intensity with which we lived our individual life, the
intensity with which we grasped life's most symbolic essences
then it was "the Woman from Wales" who was more likely
to dodge annihilation; whereas if our chance depended on the
power we develop for sinking our individuality in others' lives,
why then it was the dead Mona who had the better start.
He shifted his limbs uneasily and crossed his hands behind
his head. He began wrestling in his mind with the old insoluble
question. Already a premonitory cloud had materialized for
a minute between the sun and the town, tossing against his
window, ere it went its way, a spattering of thin rain.
"Dorchester means," he thought, "the town of water," and
then he thought: "How queer that sorrow and sacrifice in men
and women should draw water from behind the eye-sockets of
their skulls!
"I haven't cried for her once," he mused, "since she died.
All Souls' day it is! The right day for me to go to her. Are
they gone forever—those two, or is one gone forever and the
other, by some magic in her way of life, not gone ? Why should
survival of death be universal ? Why shouldn't there be an 'art of
survival' to which some souls find the clue and others not ?"
And there came over him, as the sun of this "pet" day once
more shone into his room, the old dark Homeric conception of
death, with that terrifying multitude of the spirits of the dead
surrounding us in their pitiful half-life and liable, on this" day of
their Cimmerian remembrance when the minds of the living
turn so desperately towards them, to rise thronging up: ethnea
myria nekron—"the myriad tribes of the dead, with a terrible
cry!"
But it could not be like that, not just like that, he told himself*
Anything were better than that, even total and absolute anni-
hilation !
Drawing up his knees again in the bed till his skeleton under
his flesh assumed that huddled posture of the as-yet-unborn ia
which so many ancient bones are discovered, he now began to
wonder whether it hadn't been this superhuman disinterested-
ness in Mona that had given her beauty that detached and un-
approachable quality that used so to freeze his desire.

